


REVIEWS 

female narrators must struggle within a decidedly hostile environment. The 

fairy-tale world is the same dangerous, sexualized, and media-saturated envi

ronment which Mary Pipher in Reviving Ophelia: Saving the Selves of Adolescent 

Girls (1994) has termed a "girl-poisoning culture." 

Unlike William Thackeray's The Rose and the Ring (1855), the comic literary 
fairy tale that gently mocks fairy conventions and characters and whose title 

this collection evokes, Block's fairy tales have a consistently dark and violent 

edge. In "Wolf," the adolescent protagonist has been sexually abused by her 
stepfather, and after fleeing to the house of her grandmother-who is now a 

wise woman who runs a junk shop in the desert-she confronts and blows the 

villain away with a shotgun, thanks to a previous shooting lesson by grand
mother. In "Charm," Sleeping Beauty no longer pricks her finger on a spindle, 

but noels to sleep by way of a heroin needle. 

While the book's title derives from the two tales "Rose" and "Beast," both 
of which reveal the female protagonist's disappointment with romantic love 

with a male character, it is the story that comes between these tales, "Bones," 
which is Block's reworking of "Bluebeard," that significantly provides the key to 
the collection. Like most of the other stories in the collection, "Bones" makes 

clear Block's belief in the power of fairy tales and the need to rewrite them 
from a female perspective. Derrick Blue is a major band promoter and club 
owner, while the protagonist narrator is a young woman drawn to Los Angeles 

in search of fame. Derrick Blue has consciously remade himself in the image of 

Bluebeard, and the fairy tale has "become a metaphor for his life." Derrick Blue 
uses fairy tales to help lure and destroy other young woman, just as he attempts 
to do with the protagonist. But after hearing the singing of the bones of Blue's 

previous victims buried beneath his house, she decides to rewrite the story of 
"Bluebeard," just as Block has. Without the help of others, the protagonist slays 

the villain and Dees the house. Block has heard the singing bones of the female 

victims of the original fairy tales and feels the obligation to write their stories. 

These revisions of fairy tales reveal the bones and blood of the originals. Block's 
fairy tales are carefully revised in order to empower and give their young female 

protagonists a voice. 
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